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417 N.W. 9th Avenue
November 5–January 2
Portland-based artist Melody Owen has worked in collage for over
two decades, and this exhibition displays her command of the
medium at its most inventive and sensitive. This is particularly true
of the newest works here, which interweave botanical and
zoological imagery—such as flowers, whales, skeletons, and
brains—within macrocosmic networks such as circulatory systems,
cellular structures, and cross-sections of trees or of the human
body. Most of Owen’s source materials are taken from old botany
and anatomy books. The images have a velvety texture and a quiet
range of tonality, evoking other wistful nature studies such as Leo
Lionni’s book Parallel Botany (1976).

In the small-scale, twenty-work series “Under My Skin” (all works
cited, 2015), each piece contains two rounded or cropped black-
and-white images of plant cells and tree rings. The circular images
at the top of each piece are vertically bisected by old cutouts of
colored trees, each of which Owen trimmed to focus on the thick,
ridged mass of the trunks. This creates a disarming perspective
that makes one feel as if one is gazing into a microscope and a
telescope at the same time—a dichotomy that evinces the artist’s
preoccupation with both interior and exterior experience. In the
collage Cutaway: Carphone, remnants of a human heart lurk at the center of a car crash as dotted lines snake
through the cars, connecting a human head with a telephone receiver. The fine, hand-drawn lines ribbon across the
page like telegraph wires, multiplying the works’ associative meanings.

— Stephanie Snyder

Melody Owen, Cutaway: Carphone, 2015,
collage, 10 x 10".
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Art Swatch: Galleries to Visit During the First Week of December 
Everything is Water at Elizabeth Leach and Urban Coyotes take of the Augen Gallery. 

By Enid Spitz 
December 2, 2015 

An Opera for One 
Tracing the multi-faceted career of 
Kartz Ucci, this retrospective 
exhibition delivers a fitting tribute to 
the late artist and her work. A 
professor at the University of 
Oregon, Ucci taught while creating 
her own digital, text, sound and 
installation art. The works at the Art 
Gym are a diverse mix of color and 
light, sound and text, that form 
poignant statements about the 
convergence of everyday life and 
the digital realm. The titular video 
work, "An Opera For One," is on 
display in a quiet viewing room. It's 
best experienced on a slow day 
when you can lose yourself in the 
gentle pulse of color without being 

interrupted. GRAHAM W. BELL. 
Through Dec. 5. The Art Gym, Marylhurst University, 17600 Pacific Highway, 699-6243.   

Everything Is Water 
Using vintage and contemporary imagery inspired by fairytales and fables, artist Melody Owen's pieces 
are collages of prints that look stolen from Gray's Anatomy (the book), vintage aeronautical reports and 
diagrams of sea creatures. She says the point of her minimalist, abstract cutaways and collages, is that 

every action is like a ripple in a pond. 
These are her visual interpretations 
of the wildly different results each 
action creates. "We are all 
connected," her tree-clock-egg-
eyeball mash up seems to say. KYLA 
FOSTER. Through Jan. 2. Elizabeth 
Leach Gallery, 417 NW 9th Ave., 
224-0521. 

In the City 
Screenprints on glass tiles of 
everyday objects like dumpsters, 
mopeds and storefront mannequins 
by Portland artist Stacey Lynn Smith, 
Nathan Sandberg's glass and 
concrete tiles that are dot printed to 
mimic the unnoticed textures of 
asphalt and Scottish artist Karlyn 



Sutherland's kiln-formed glass rectangles combine at Bullseye Project's In the City  collective show. Using 
urban landscapes as inspiration, the show ranges from Sandberg's "Paver 6"—a small square of concrete 
lined with cracks—to Smith's screenprints reminiscent of fliers and ads that collage street corners, 
including things like a canary yellow food truck. Juxtaposed with the detail in Sandberg and Smith's work, 
Sutherland's clean, 17-inch tall glass rectangles on the wall are a minimalist tribute to the skylines of her 
home country. KYLA FOSTER. Through Dec. 23. Bullseye Gallery, 300 NW 13th Ave., 227-0222. 

Internalized Forms 
The Sockeye ad agency studio may seem like an odd venue for a solo show, but its first collaboration with 
Worksound International makes us hope there's more to come. Jason Vance Dickason's acrylic paintings 
are abstract with a cool, muted palette that hints at the sobriety of an internal office space. But 
imaginative shapes and swoops keep the work from appearing too clinical. Most visitors are drawn to the 
large-scale piece at the front entrance, but the real star is an untitled triptych that's strategically placed on 
a blank wall and features dark, abstracted window blinds with just a touch of luminous sky peeking 
through. It's ingenious how these architectural paintings hint at the space around them. HILARY TSAI. 
Through Feb. 28. Sockeye, 240 N Broadway, Suite 301, 226-3843.   

The Last Road North 
For five years, Alaska-based photographer Ben Huff traveled along America's northernmost thoroughfare, 
the Haul Road. Built as a supply route for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, the road extends 414 miles and is 
traversed primarily by truckers transporting supplies to and from the oil fields. Huff is sharing his visual 
journey, inspired by the captivating Alaskan landscape and the individuals and machines who navigate it. 
His photographs capture the paradoxes of the Haul Road—beautiful, snowy mountains in the wilderness, 
juxtaposed with miles of snaking pipeline and abandoned, rusty oil barrels. KYLA FOSTER. Through Jan. 
2. Newspace Center for Photography, 1632 SE 10th Ave., 963-1935. 

The Liminalists 
The simple-looking works, full of bright geometric shapes or sinuous graphite blobs, belie artists Amy 
Bernstein and Patrick Kelly's strict attention to process and composition. Kelly's graphite forms look like 
metallic rain clouds, undulating with a shiny sheen, and Bernstein abstract strokes and shapes pop 
vibrantly off their white backgrounds. Both artists' works stay firmly anchored in two dimensions on their 
surfaces, but the hues and forms are striking enough they threaten to break through into physical space 
and hit you in the face. GRAHAM BELL. Nationale, 3360 SE Division St., 477-9786. Through Dec. 4.  
Nationale, 3360 SE Division St.,  Free. 

Material Evolution: Urban Coyotes, Past and Present 
What do a coyote, a metal gate and a Moroccan bird have in common?  That's what Mary C.  Hinckley 
investigates in this collection of eye-popping glass and enamel works, now on display at Augen through 
end of December. Inspired by mosaic traditions and stained glass techniques, these mesmerizing 
portraits blur the line between collage and sculpture, while the intricate patterns and wild colors hinge on 
optical illusion. Hinckley's process of fusing bits of glass together into a cohesive image mirrors her 
attempt at reconciling seemingly disparate objects—a gate and a bird, for example—in order to forge new 
relationships. HILARY TSAI. Augen Gallery, 716 NW Davis St., 546-5056.  Through Dec. 30.  Augen 
Gallery, 716 NW Davis St.,  Free. 

Molly 16's Rock n Roll Fantasty 
Honoring a local youth's mark on the rise of punk rock in Portland circa 1990, Molly 16's Rock n Roll 
Fantasy is a multimedia sidecar to the Pacific Northwest College of Art's Alien She exhibit, which centers 
on Bikini Kill. Molly 16 grew up in group homes in Portland in the '90s, singing in an all-girl band and 
critiquing society in her Rock n Roll Fantasy zine. She did the cover art for Bikini Kill's debut album, but 
later took her own life. This exhibit of archival videos, animations and music—curated by Molly's best 
friend, filmmaker Amber Dawn—is an homage to Molly and her Fantasy. ENID SPITZ. Collection Studies 
Lab, 511 NW Broadway, 917-324-3179. Through Jan. 29. 

Seeing Nature 



The only reason these works from Paul G. Allen Family Foundation aren't in the art history books is 
because they haven't been in a public collection. Some might be disappointed that none of the pieces are 
recognizable masterworks, but that's precisely what makes this show so important. Viewing a private 
collection is like unlocking a hidden room of art history—these are gems secreted away from the rest of 
the world that are now brought to light. We see Cézanne's Mont Sainte-Victoire, Monet's water lilies and 
the explosive power of Volaire's Vesuvius, but also the fleshy flora of O'Keeffe and the blurry photo 
paintings of Richter. GRAHAM W. BELL. Through Jan. 10. Portland Art Museum, 1219 SW Park Ave., 
226-2811. 

Shifting Migrations 
This series of new etchings and woodcuts by Oregon-based printmaker Tallmadge Doyle exists at the 
crux between science and nature. Bold, luminous silhouettes of Pacific Northwest flora draw the eye in, 
then lead it out to where patterns of delicate line work hint at the unseen energy that connects all living 
things. Some etchings are heavily abstracted, while others have the true-to-life, drawn quality of a 
botanist's illustration. Each piece speaks as much for Doyle's thoughtful and meditative process as it does 
for the finished product. HILARY TSAI. Through Dec. 30. Augen Gallery, 716 NW Davis St., 546-5056.   

Throw Me the Idol I Throw You the Whip 

In between ribbons of explosive color, 
we glimpse the painting's surface. 
Introducing a new dose of illusionism 
into his paintings, the works in Throw 
Me The Idol I Throw You The Whip are 
all about layers. Each swath of color 
roils over the other in a frenetic dance, 
but the real prize is that bit of mottled 
surface peeks through the 
composition. Once seen, that bit acts 
as a keyhole to unlock the illusionary 
space created by Hottle and give the 
works a whole new depth. Pieces like 
"Once So High Now Below," one of the 
largest in the show, exhibit clean 
patches of red and white that seem to 
hover over a scumbled, stained 
background. Others, like "Stolen Kiss" 

and "Bury Me In Black," strip away the 
swirl of shapes and make that underlayer the focal point, while drawing allusions to the frottage of Max 
Ernst and the smoky seduction of the Northwest School. GRAHAM W. BELL. Through Dec. 13. Carl & 
Sloan Contemporary, 8371 N Interstate Ave., No. 1, 360-608-9746. 

Winter Group 
Charles A. Hartman presents a small group of pigment prints, paintings and mixed media collage from 
four artists covering a range of subjects like domestic life, outdoor recreation and racial commentary. 
Each artist is a veteran, with at least one solo exhibition at Charles A. Hartman in recent years. Together, 
their eclectic interests make a show that's remarkably diverse for such a modest selection. HILARY TSAI. 
Through Jan. 30. Charles A. Hartman Fine Art, 134 NW 8th Ave., 287-3886. 
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Visual Artist Melody Owen Makes Waves
corvallisadvocate.com/2017/visual-artist-melody-owen-makes-waves

A recent Portland transplant, artist and
graduate student Melody Owen is already
making waves in the Corvallis art scene,
having just opened a gallery next to her studio
space downtown to exhibit some of our area’s
most prominent artists—including Anna
Fidler, Julia Bradshaw, Julie Green, and more
—all in protest of the misogynist-ridden
Trump administration.

The Nasty Woman exhibit opened last
Thursday and will continue to show for
another two weeks at Optic Gallery at 225 SW
Madison Avenue. The gallery will remain open
for as long as Owen can afford it, however, her
main focus these days is in her studies, which I had the opportunity of learning about when
sitting down with her recently.

Roots
Originally from Eugene, Owen has travelled and lived in many places across the globe,
including New York, San Francisco, Quebec, and Paris. Early on, Owen dabbled in theater
and written word, before making the transition to conceptual art. “I was frustrated with the
form of writing poetry,” she said. “I wanted to make it in the real world, instead of just
writing down images.”

Now working toward her master’s degree, Owen has gotten back into writing as an art
form. “I kind of see all mediums as possibilities,” she noted.

Owen uses mixed media in her conceptual art work, incorporating various forms such as
video, collage, and room installations. Owen’s work is represented by the Elizabeth Leach
Gallery in Portland, where it’s available for purchase, and has been covered in Artforums—
two noteworthy accomplishments in the world of art.
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Inside the Studio
Owen’s studio is like a breath of fresh air.
As we speak, I sit sipping tea amongst far-
reaching plants and stacks of books in a
baby-blue chair, beside a window
overlooking the streets of downtown
Corvallis. The books are related to Owen’s
studies; she’s the lucky recipient of a full
scholarship for a brand new graduate
program at OSU: Environmental Arts and
Humanities.

The Environmental Arts and Humanities
Initiative was created to bring science and humanities scholars together to creatively
collaborate over environmental issues, and to focus on how to live mindfully and
justifiably in our world today.

As a “poor artist and a poor graduate student,” Owen manages to remain enriched in her
passions of animal rights and art. She hasn’t quite figured out her thesis yet, but over the
course of the next two years plans to further study cognitive ethology, or the science of
animal thoughts and behaviors. She believes that animals are intelligent creatures and is
interested in the ways they communicate.

Owen often incorporates animal sounds in her artwork. She created a 30-foot Bird Song
Chandelier which hangs in The Nines hotel in Portland. Made with LED lights and blown
glass, Owen created visual representations of various song waves made by endangered
birds in Oregon. She’s also created a 3D wooden representation of a whale song during a
residency in Quebec.

So, why all the intricate dynamic work for little pay? “Just because I don’t know how else to
live,” said Owen. “It’s the way I go through life. It’s the path that I’m on.”
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About Owen’s Art
Owen draws inspiration from punk rock,
movies like Alice in Wonderland, and art
and books from the 1920s through 1940s.
Her creative process is “a matter of a lot of
research and thinking and collecting.”

Owen lists another source of inspiration
being life’s poetic moments. “As an artist
you want to translate or represent it in some
way,” she explained.

Along with many of her friends, Owen has
been influenced by artists such as Sophie
Calle, Ann Hamilton, Kiki Smith, David
Lynch, Jim Jarmusch, Terry Gilliam, Diane
Arbus, Tom Waits, Reggie Watts, Marcel
Dzama, and Jon Rafman.

Owen’s work ranges in complexity, but not
in evocation. She’s displayed anything from
an engraved jungle vine to jarring collaged postcards to podiums of stacked library cards.
Some of her favorite room installations include a floor covered in stacks of pennies, and a
room filled with hummingbird feeders with interlocking rings.

Owen takes note of the struggles in the art world. “Sometimes I don’t succeed,” she
admitted. “I accept that as part of making things.”

What to Expect Next
Currently, Owen is working on virtual installations using the platform Second Life, where
people can create avatars, along with buildings and places that are modeled after real life
or made of pure fantasy.

“There’s so much potential, even though it’s a bizarre, dead world there,” she said.

Within the virtual world there is OSU Island, complete with a virtual MU. Owen plans on
working with the university and creating her art and gallery as it is in the real world.

“I’ll probably do some kind of interchange between reality… and just what reality is and
how what we think about reality is what creates reality,” Owen explained.

Other upcoming events include a Boathouse Microcinema show of boathouse artists on
Feb. 15, and a Lane County Historical Society talk on human/tree portraiture on March 18.
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For more information on upcoming events and Melody Owen’s work, visit
https://melodyowen.net/. To purchase her artwork, visit
http://www.elizabethleach.com/Artist-Detail.cfm?ArtistsID=126. To see posts made by
Owen on what inspires her, visit http://dodocurio.tumblr.com/. For more information on
OSU’s Environmental Arts and Humanities Initiative, visit http://liberalarts.
oregonstate.edu/centers-and-initiatives/environmental-arts-and-humanities-initiative.

By Stevie Beisswanger
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Down the rabbit hole: Melody Owen makes a book

A strange little rabbit: Illustration from Melody Owen's "Looking Glass Book"

“My Dear Friends and Comrades,” the email read. “Happy The New Year! Please come and 
join me in Celebrating the Completion and Release of a Book I Made!”

The invitation, which was signed “Your friend and mine, Melody Owen,” was too intriguing to 
resist. So on a rainy Portland Friday evening I slipped into a waterproof jacket and headed to a 
little concrete triangulation just off of West Burnside Street where the headquarters of a small 
publishing empire called Publication Studio sits.

Outside the big-windowed storefront on upper Ankeny Street, which at this eastern juncture is 
really little more than a wisp of a lane, the air was chill. Inside it was warm and comforting, the 
kind of sudden warm that fogs your glasses, and as my lenses were  clearing back into sight I 
was greeted with an even warmer smile by Patricia No, one of three people (along with David 
Knowles and Matthew Stadler) who keep the place running.

“Welcome!” No said brightly, seeming genuinely pleased to have a visitor even though things 
were running a little behind and the space was still being set up for the evening’s event. Ambient 
musician Alexis Gideon was fiddling with plug-ins and outlets. No was spreading printed 
materials onto a table. Owen, the somewhat hesitant star of the show, was checking over the beer 
and wine supply and looking around expectantly.

I had never met Melody, although I’ve followed her work for several years, at least since the 
2001 Oregon Biennial, in which her long wide tablescape Crowns, a fairy-tale concoction of 
white-paper cutouts stapled and joined into a pristine meadow of delicate rises and falls, stood
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out as a distinctly personal vision. Since then I’ve seen photographs and videos and sculptures, 
including one in the shape of a narwhal tusk that was fashioned from a Borneo vine.

I’ve also been intrigued by her collages, comfortably home-feeling yet highly accomplished 
and imaginative pieces that are often of animals in odd alterations, and often convey a sense of 
quiet urgency over the animals’ precarious position in the human-manipulated order of things: 
She’s also published a small collaborative volume called The Disappearing Book, which, as she 
wrote in her introduction to it, “attempts to address the marvelous nature of some of the many 
things that are disappearing from the world.” Her art has struck me as both small and 
surprisingly large. It whispers rather than shouts, but what it whispers has outsized implications. 
Her work seems very much at the fulcrum between private and public intention.

Tea and turtle: from "Looking Glass Book"

Owen has an eye for the fantastical that’s inherent in the ordinary of the natural world. Her art 
has long carried wonderland implications. The book whose birth she was celebrating on this 
night, Looking Glass Book, makes those implications explicit. In it, she’s assembled a selection 
of collages created from twenty years’ worth of printed material (most of it old copies of 
National Geographic) to illustrate passages from Lewis Carroll’s 1865 Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland and 1871 Through the Looking-Glass. As captivating as the original John Tenniel 
illustrations are, Owen’s collages have their own studied and quirky charm, and they have the 
conceptual advantage of stepping into the forefront: Instead of supporting the stories, snippets of 
the stories support them.

“These books have always been really important to me,” Owen explained as the room began to 
fill with friends, relatives, and assorted artists and other gallery-world people. “I collect foreign-
language editions of them. I pretty much knew them by heart as a child. I learned a lot from 
them. Philosophically.”

http://www.publicationstudio.biz/books/151
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When she was young, she listened over and over to Cyril Ritchard’s recordings of the books, 
gathering in the actor’s rhythms and the author’s dramatic tone. She bemoans the 
oversimplifications of the Disney version, which conflates the two books into a single animated 
film. Much better, and also darker and truer, she declares, is Alice, a 1988 film adaptation by the 
Czech animator Jan Švankmajer.

Owen speaks in a quiet, high-pitched voice interrupted by small fissures that give it lightness and 
lift. It’s a sailing, aerodynamic surprise of a voice, like Melanie Griffith’s in Working Girl, and, 
fittingly, it’s melodious. She’s tall and straight-shouldered, with bright bobbed hair and a sturdy 
Great Plains stance that grounds her voice. She seems both exotic and plainspoken: Ariel, but 
also Caddie Woodlawn.

As exotic and intricate as the reproductions are in Looking Glass Book, you couldn’t tell it from 
the cover, which is a simple bright blue, like the blue of office paper stock. Publication Studio’s 
walls are lined with narrow shelves that hold copies of dozens of books the studio has published, 
including the likes of Gobshite Quarterly, Anne Focke’s A Pragmatic Response to Real 
Circumstances, Oregon artist D.E. May’s The Template Files, and tattoo artist Dan Gilsdorf’s Ad 
Absurdum.

There’s a picture book of work by legendary Portland calligrapher and teacher Lloyd Reynolds, 
including some of his brightly grinning puppets, from a retrospective at Reed College: inside a 
plain green cover distinguished by an elegant watermark, it’s gorgeous. The proof for a fat visual 
history of New York City, beginning with a portrait of Henry Hudson with a pencil-pointed beard 
that makes him look very much like Sir Walter Raleigh, weighs down a section of one shelf. On 
almost all of these books the aesthetic is plain wrapper, although not usually brown: green, tan, 
purple, red, lots of blues.

Publication Studio is not the sort of place you happen upon unless you’re in the habit of 
poking through territories where things that people happen upon might exist. Scant yards away 
around the corner, where the low-rent residential Stewart Hotel and Mary’s Club All Nude Revue 
melt toward the city’s upscale financial and retail districts, the bustle of Broadway honks and 
hustles away. Here, in the soft shadows along Ankeny, people eat and drink inside small antique 
spaces where the buildings on either side of the walkway almost touch at their tops and the night 
air seems to shimmer in a gaslight glow. This little slant of alley, left over from the days when 
topography rather than bureaucratic fiat defined the shape of urban passages, is a ghost of a place 
– a jostling anachronism along the fault line where the stamped-down grids of Northwest and 
Southwest Portland don’t quite meet. Ankeny is a tuckaway; if not precisely a rabbit hole then 
certainly a warren, hidden from most eyes.

It’s fitting that Publication Studio, a high-energy but low-profile imprint that claims somewhat 
mysteriously to be “a maker and destroyer of books,” is tucked away here. And it’s fitting that an 
artist of Owen’s secret-door inclinations should find it a congenial home for some of her work.

The studio was created in 2009 by No and Stadler, an essayist, publisher (Clear Cut Press), 
energetic cultural catalyst and novelist: His Chloe Jarren’s La Cucaracha, built on an elaborate 
structural mapping of John Le Carré’s novel A Murder of Quality and released by Publication 
Studio, is a finalist for this year’s Oregon Book Awards. The house’s printing approach is low-
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tech and old-fashioned but also virtual, creating online meeting places and sponsoring in-the-
flesh events. It prints its books on demand (“We thought, ‘How can we make this work with no 
money?’” No explains), and although it can offer its authors a range of technical niceties, the 
prevailing ethos seems to be stripped-down and plain: It threatens no coffee tables with 
collapsing under the weight of lushly produced eye candy.

It’s spawned a looseknit sisterhood of similar publishing houses in Toronto and Vancouver, 
Canada; Berkeley; and a roving studio that pops up here, there, and the next place across the 
Midwest. Each house operates on its own, but all of their output is available from any of the 
others. Looking through the studio’s volumes, you get a double-sided sense of purpose: (1) 
actually existing in print is extremely important; (2) print should be stripped to its basics, so that 
reading a text becomes an essential exercise, with no distractions.

A hat with that: from "Looking Glass Book"

So it is, in a way, with Owen’s collages, which in one sense seem nothing but whimsical and 
decorative, yet when seen in a different light – through the filter of the rabbit hole – become 
essential precisely because of their disorienting oddity. Like Carroll’s weirdly logical little stories 
they reflect back, at an acute and telling angle, on the received assumptions that the “ordinary” 
world on the surface deems important.

For Owen, transforming this collection of collages into book form presented some conceptual 
challenges. When she created the collages she found herself fascinated not just by the images she 
chose to put together but also by their backsides – their mirror images, so to speak: the other 
sides of the pages she’d cut out from magazines, which took on their own accidental 
associations. Rather than paste her cutouts on a plain backing, she chose to encase the collages in 



clear glass, so that viewers could see both the intended images on the front side and the 
unintentional  images on the back.

She could have repeated that process in the book, but it wasn’t economically practical. Instead, 
she printed each pair of images on facing pages: the “real” collage on the left hand, the 
“accidental” – and therefore more abstract – collage on the right. The shapes are the same. The 
content isn’t.

If that sounds somehow radical, it’s also radically conservative: even, in a nonpolitical sense, 
reactionary. Existing by chronological accident in a virtual age (which she manipulates casually 
and easily through her emails and Web site), Owen is also, and maybe more essentially, a firm 
believer in the value and beauty of the tactile. Her art is made up of real physical materials 
rearranging real space. It has ideas, of course, and in that sense is conceptual. But its biggest idea 
is: This object is. Her belief in the importance of the touchable, I suspect, fuels her urgency over 
the vanishing from the natural world of so much that so recently was real. And if it takes 
imaginary creatures to remind us of what’s being lost … well, that’s real, too.

“Kids look at everything on Google, and … I don’t know; I don’t get it,” Owen said, sounding 
more elder-statesmanly than she looks. “I just love books. I don’t know how people read them on 
a Kindle. It’s not the same.”

That would be physical books, with physical pages that you touch and feel and turn. And it 
would be, at least much of the time, books whose primary purpose is simply to be, because on 
some small level, they should.

Big publishing houses continue to push for the next best seller. Galleries keep the apparatus of 
artistic economics spinning along. But as the mainstream surges forward, little pieces continue to 
tumble off, like pioneers in both the experimental and nostalgic senses of the word, busily 
reinventing the wheel in shapes and sizes suited to more esoteric terrain. Off the superhighway 
your wheels might get stuck in a rut, or you might end up on the milk train to Wonderland.

Maybe Michael J. Fox had it right. Maybe we really are going back to the future. And maybe 
Melody Owen’s headed in both directions at once.


















































